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FOREWORD
This report was prepared by Arctic Research under
Department of the Army Contract No. DA19-129-QM-1909.
It covers work performed in effecting design improvements
in the All-Purpose Military Ski Binding developed under
previous contracts Nos. DA19-129-QM-299, DA19-129-QM-1070
and DA19-129-QM-1634.
The project was conducted under the supervision of
Mr. Charles W0 Davis, Project Officer of the Support Equip¬
ment Branch, Mechanical Engineering Division, Headquarters,
Quartermaster Research and Engineering Command, who main¬
tained close liaison with the development work as it pro¬
gressed and rendered active cooperation in expediting its
performance. Valuable assistance on design problems was
rendered by both Mr. Davis and Mr. J. W0 Millard, Chief of
the Mechanical Engineering Division of the Command.
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ABSTRACT
This report describes improvements in the design of
the Type I All-Purpose Military Ski Binding effected as
a result of service experience gained through field tests
conducted by the United States Army Arctic Test Board
during the winter of 1960-61.
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INTRODUCTION
The adoption of the insulated, rubber, combat boot
for use in cold climates made mandatory the development
of a new type of ski binding specifically designed to ac¬
comodate this type of boot. Although hundreds of differ¬
ent types of ski bindings have been developed during the
long history of skiing and a great many types are currently
on the market, a survey of the work previously done in this
field revealed that none of the designs developed in the
past were capable of accomodating the new Insulated boot.
The consequent necessity for developing a new type of mili¬
tary ski binding is covered in detail in earlier reports
on this subject listed in the Foreword.
Field tests conducted by the United States Army Arctic
Test Board on the experimental all-purpose military ski
bindings furnished for test the previous winter revealed
some half-dozen demired modifications. These are summa¬
rized in the following quotation from the 13 June 1961
Test Board report:
"DISCUSSION : The test binding was superior to the
standard Balata binding in control, ease of mounting,
durability and ease of adjustment although a lack of
security of the quick release mechanism was noted.
The sole plate of the test binding was too rigid for
good cross-country performance. This heavy resistance
to the vertical lift of the heel caused undue tiring
of the individual on long cross-country marches. The
lack of durability and reliability of the heel catch
assembly indicated redesign is required to provide a
positive durable downhill heel lock. A modified heel
lock will be mandatory, and used, if the sole plate
of the test binding is optimized for cross-country
operations as recommended. The tendency of the test
binding to catch on one another and the lack of secur¬
ity of the quick-release mpchanism appear readily
correctable."
To effect these improvements the following Statement of
Work was prepared for .Contract No. DA19-129-QM-1909:
"Binding Design: The ski binding shall be of the
design and construction evidenced in the Type I modi¬
fied Balata Ski Binding (EX60-2), developed under pre¬
vious contract DA19-129-^jM-1634 with the following
exceptions:
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1. The heel catch assembly shall be of such d«-^
sign to secure the binding to the ski in the
downhill position and to permit unrestricted,
vertical movement of the heel in the cross-coun¬
try position. The materials selected shall be
such to insure durability under field operating
conditions.
&
2. The quick release device used on the heel
cup and toe piece shall be of such design to
preclude accidental activation w'hile traveling
through wooded and lushy terrain and over medium
and soft, crusted snow.
3o The toe assembly shall be of such design to
prevent accidental engagement of skis during
normal movement.
4o The sole plate shall be of such design to
permit freedom of the heel while in the cross¬
country position, without undue fatigue to the
individual.
5. The dacron webbing, used to adjust the quick
release mechanism on the heel cup and toe pié«»,
shall be of sufficient length to permit ease of
adjustment for all sizes of boots, while wearing
the arctic mitten set.
6. The screws, used to attach the binding to the
ski, shall be of sufficient length to insure ade¬
quate attachment without extending through the
running surface of the ski.
7. The toe piece and heel cup, together with ad¬
justing straps, shall be of such design to result
in a minimum of wear to the insulated footgear
during normal use.
8. The rivets, used to attach the heel plates to
the heel cup, shall be of ^sufficient size and
strength to preclude failure during use."
'Jr?rk done to achieve these objectives is describee
in the following section.
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SUMMARY OF WORK PERFORMED
The performance characteristics of the experimental
ski bindings evaluated in the previous winter's tests,
and all possibilitieu for design improvement that could
be brought to mind were thoroughly discussed with the
roject Officer. A schedule listing the design improve¬
ments to be attempted, including a general outline of
the most likely means for accomplishing them was prepared.
The work done under this schedule is described follow¬
ing under binding component sub-headings.
Heel Catch Assembly
In the interests of both economy and early delivery,
the heel catch assemblies provided with the bindings fur¬
nished the previous winter were fabricated from materials
which were either in inventory or available for prompt de¬
livery from warehouse .stocks. With particular reference
to the aluminum channels used, it appeared from laboratory
deformation tests that the relatively low strength 6063-T5
aluminum alloy channels available as standard warehouse
items should provide adequate durability, and at least
would serve to demonstrate the suitability of the general
design of the component. However, inserting a 58" ski
pole into the base channel slot through the hole in the
sliding cover afforded approximately a 90 to 1 moment arm
for prying action, which resulted in deformation of many
of the covers in the field.
To correct this condition the ilot for the ski pole
tip was eliminated in the base plates of the new heel
catch assemblies. Although the high leverage provided by
the original design might prove useful in freeing an icecoated catch, it was decided that this consideration was
outweighed by the service life factor. In addition, the
the new catches were fabricated from specially extruded
7075-T6 aluminum alloy having tensile, yield, and shear
strength properties almost triple those of the 6063-T5
alloy.
Field test results also showed that the cold formed
7075-T6 flat spring used in the original heel catches was
deficient in strength and durability. Accordingly, after
a period of use, the heel catches sometimes moved to the
downhill position (locked) during lunges.
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r K Th°VKh time available for the work and the cost of
Iaorleating special springs requiring individual tooling
were inhibiting factors in developing the heel catch spring,
after consultation with a number of spring fabricators it
was decided to adopt a stainless steel spring for the appli¬
cation. The spring was redesigned to reduce stress concen¬
trations and was fabricated from .0185" and .0220" 18-8
spring temper stainless steel, which was stress relieved
after forming.
.
To provide a better grip for actuating the heel catch
by hand the covers of the original catches were coated with
abrasive filled Sonogrip paint. As a more durable and economical means for accomplishing this end, the sides of half
of the heel catch covers furnished under the current contract were knurled. The remaining half were left smooth to
lacilitate field test evaluation of the advantage, if any,
resulting from the extra knurling operation.
It was decided that the size and weight of the heel
catch assembly could be reduced without adversely affect¬
ing performance characteristics and the new heel catches
were accordingly reduced 2" in length from 6-7/16" to
izln6 ’ Weisht and cost were further reduced by using
3/8 square 2024-T4 aluminum alloy stock for the heel catch
plug to replace the original, more complex brass plug, and
by eliminating the 7/16" diameter spacer incorporated in
the original design.
Since the previous winter's field tests had shown that
the aluminum rivets used to fasten the plug to the heel
catch cover became loose in service, they were replaced
with stainless steel rivets in the new heel catches.
Although no failures of the 1/8" diameter heel catch
pins wero reported, these were improved by replacing the
spring clips used on the ends with elastic stop nuts and
by fabricating them from 303 CD annealed stainless steel
rather than cadmium plated drill rod.
Quick Release Fasteners
* ÏÎ was found during the previous winter's field tests
that the quick release strap fasteners sometimes opened
accidentally in crusted snow or heavy underbrush due to
the forward location of the release cup. While this prob¬
lem could probably be best corrected by relocation of the
release cup, a solution involving any major redesign of
the purchased fastener was not feasible from the standpoint
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of either time or funds available. The most practical
solution appeared to lie in increasing spring tension in
the fastener. Accordingly, fasteners with a stronger
torsion spring, requiring approximately 50% more pressure
for release, were procured for the new bindings.
Since the field tests also revealed wear on the
rubber insulated boots from abrasion of the quick release
fasteners, 1-5/8" x 1-1/2" protective pads of 2-ply Barflex were riveted to the underside of the fasteners pro¬
cured for the new bindings to reduce boot abrasion.
(Detail reference:
pp. 3, 4 + 5, Appendix III.)
Toe Piece Assembly
Service tests of the prototype all-purpose ski bind¬
ings during the two preceding winters demonstrated that
the Dacron-reinforced, low-temperature butyl rubber sheet
used in the toe piece and heel cup assemblies was in gen¬
eral better suited to the application than any of the
other materials investigated. Nevertheless, the high
elastic modulus imparted to the material by the Dacron
cloth reinforcement, the compound curvatures of the boots,
and the necessity for accommodating a wide range of boot
sizes, precluded attaining a snug fit of the toe piece to
the boots.
As can be readily appreciated the lack of a close
fit to the boot tends to result in interference of the
bindings in service and in wear of the edges of the toe
pieces due both to such interference and to abrasion
caused by crusted snow.
As recommended in the Arctic Test Board report (De¬
ficiency No. 3, Annex B), consideration was given to re¬
adoption of a one-piece toe plate assembly similar to
that provided for the 1959-1960 field tests. This was
not considered feasible, however, primarily because posi¬
tioning of the resilient Barflex strip either over or un¬
der the soleplate materially assists in gripping the sole
plate md holding it in alignment with the heel catch.
The possibility of molding curved toe pieces which
would better conform to the boot curvatures was investi¬
gated but rejected as being impractical from a production
standpoint.
A considerable amount of effort was accordingly ex¬
pended in attempting to obtain the optimum toe piece design
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in flat sheet for the full range of boot sizes.
Details
of t.ns work are outlined in Appendix II, "Laboratory
^otcs - 1'xper ] menta 1 Toe Piece Designs".
Modifications
of the original prototype design which v\ere finally
following:

imprOV° the fit °f the toe Piece are summarized

1. Hie D-ring and Dacron strap were mounted at
forward angle.

10°

v’ J*16 tee piece body was decreased in width fr om
•>
to
, and all corners were rounded.
A further improvement in the toe piece assembly was
achieved by mounting the D-ring directly to the toe piece
body and eliminating the separate mounting strap.
This
simplified design provided both improved strength and
production economy.
heel Cup Assembly
As would be expected, difficulties similar to taose
encountered in the toe piece design also applied in de¬
signing a heel cup to provide the optimum fit for the
various boot sizes.
Details of the work performed on
heel cup design modifications are outlined in Appendix III,
Laboratory Notes - Experimental ileel Cup Designs" 0
The
improvements effected in the heel cup design are summarized
as ioilows:
i* l!le fng}e at 'vhlch tilc fastener straps were mounted
on the heel cup body was lowered 5° toward the hori¬
zontal.
fills provided, an improved fit of the straps
and quick-release fastener over the instep„
2o The hole provided in the rear of the heel cup to
from1í/2"htoh5/8"CatCh PlUK

incrcasod in diameter

3. The two wide notches in the bottom edge of the
heel cup body were replaced by three narrower notches
to facilitate assembly of the heel cup to the sole
plate.
\u Harder, higher strength aluminum alloy rivets w ere
used in assembly to the sole plate to achieve
improved strength and durability.
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Sole Plate
As an outgrowth of the 1960-61 winter's field tests
it was decided that greater flexibility should be pro¬
vided in the sole plate to reduce leg fatigue of the user
in cross-country movement. A considerable portion of the
total effort expended on design improvements under the
current contract was directed toward the sole plate modi¬
fication since a number of considerations were involved.
Foremost of these considerations was the likelihood
that any increase in flexibility would involve a corrtifspending decrease in durability in service.
It was be¬
lieved that a sufficient increase in flexibility to
provide optimum comfort in cross-country work would
permit overbending the sole plate (beyond its elastic
limit)—particularly in spills which are not infrequent
occurrences in skiing.
Since the degree of flexibility
permissible in the sole plate from the durability stand¬
point was unknown and could be reliably determined only
through actual service experience, careful study was
given to physical properties of the material involved
and to the stresses likely to be encountered in service.
A solution to the problem capable of providing any
desired increase in flexibility, as well as increased
durability if desired, was suggested by the Chief of the
Mechanical Engineering Division of the Command. This
would involve molding the sole plates in curved rather
than flat form.
In such a design the heel of the binding
would be raised from the top surface of the ski when in
a normal unstressed position. The weight of the user
would hold the heel of the binding flush with the ski
when standing and complete freedom of vertical heel move¬
ment, eliminating the extra energy requirement imposed
by the flat sole plate design, would be provided for
cross-country use.
Unfortunately, due to limitations of both time and
funds, tapered sole plates molded in a curved form could
not be provided for the prototype bindings fabricated un¬
der the current contract. Matched metal dies are re¬
quired to mold these «glass-reinforced, epoxy-resin lami¬
nates and tooling capitalization would not normally be
considered economically feasible for quantities below
10,000 pieces or 5,000 pairs of bindings.
Other factors, in addition to that of durability,
given due consideration in modifying the flat sole plate
design are summarized following:
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1. The only known failure of these sole plates oc¬
ean ed in the original design having a uniform
°í
to
Thj s ^le plaïe cracked
behind tbife J°ubl? fow .of fastencr holes immediately
behind th# toe plate when the user fell forward in a
nrovldp « i '
C tapered Sule PLate was designed to
provide a longer, more uniform bending arc no more
failures were experienced. In fact, spills with the
tapered sole plate have resulted in broken skis with
no damage to the sole plate except for minor surface
cracks around the fastener holes. Accordingly? i?
appeared that the strength and durability factor
could be compromised to some (unknown and possibly
nlxibnfty3 eXtent ln tUe

increased

of tbehrpi?ien ?0naid^ed Previ°usly that retention
of the relatively stiff, tapered sole plate might
permit simplification of the binding through elimi¬
nation of the heel catch-required only f?frel¿tiyely high-speed downhill movement.
Since the
«î?2 + reqUirem^nî for downhiU skiing capability
~s sliglit compared to the requirement for cross¬
country capability, the requirement for a heel
catch with this relatively stiff sole plate is by
no means absolute. On the other hand, the over¬
riding requirement for cross-country capability ap¬
peared to preclude compromising cross-country
performance. Provision of a flexible sole plate
with a separate heel catch was considered to offer
design
t?0ïgh more ^Plicated, over-all
i "
u ■ i" i
le
calch would not only provide better
downhiU capability than a semi-stiff sole plate, but
would also serve to protect the sole plate from damservicethe hlgher Speed sPiJthat occur in downhill

nivFiniher ^onsvideration was giver, to the matter of
1 ly lay up (number and arrangement of isotropic and

to^ertical'"?} flKe^!aS reinforced Ptios) as related
to vertical flexibility and lateral stiffness, and
it was decided that no alteration should be mide in
design?10' tyPe °f iay"up adoPted for the original
to mak? the fnn1 anaiy8ia 0f the probiem it was decided
soU pLíe de“}g,KlnK ",0dlflCati™S l” the flat tapered

a

lo Reduce the number of nlies from 7
respectWelv 14 h" ‘T

and 0.140"

to°6 aÜS ïr"'

Õ 05?" “nd 0hllo?1ïkneSS fr0ln ‘’•070’'

f-- -¾
0n06?"1to10Sll?"Were
lreosured:
u;062 to 0.117" and 0.070"
to 0P0?056"1tot0?107?1°""
iw
»
Of these laboratory tests are g^en^ln ÄÄ*
Uel?eU?ncíe? ^Ï^L' üí th^sSle l>ia‘o one Inch to
complete rnn^ of ÍL?erm ted nccom°dation of the
5 XJN cold iet boot í«S1Z?f’ lncludinK the small
size, weight and cost o/the comíonêní!°n ^ thP
movement imposed^y^he^°+ °n Vertical heel
atBn was -UeYaVLc^ed^l^Lyhe
Plilte deToe Plate

as Jío^r18" 0f thC alun,inum ‘»a Plate was modified
1-3/4"? WaS reduced from 4" x 2-3/4" to 3-1/4" x

di«ISnt^ed“„h Jr^r.cfT?i0°;

ZiT'r

cdses was

r;duce1e?%mh2Íet:Pia"ínS le-'Sthwisc of the ski was
vertical flexihility1?"*!!??'h
t°,)l!rovide greater
the be„di„geaíc, tíype°rmU cf? er ii?dodrfhe°n?
t0
assembly to the boot and
111
the toe Plece
sise, weight and^cost'of1 tlîe
^ ^
Dacron Webbing

length0while°wearing t^el^^c^ítírn^e't^^íe8^
cS?™,êS in^i^ffrom^^a-^rSê ”eh“nf. stròp.s were in¬
wide by 4 píre? th?”k!
6 by 3 pllea thlck ‘o l”
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Service Testing
To assist in evaluating various modifications in
RPrÍwC?n8Ídered durinS the course of the work, brief
service tests were conducted on several occasions. The
followlng°eection6^

theSe teStS iS üutUned in th«
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CONCLUSIONS

it is0beíi!vedSthatfth»e i"10*;1"«11011 avnUablo to dato
ment of work have been essentially “utlln®<1 in the statedesign modifications described i^tbf
.^u'on.
of
material
p^ate * ‘he strength
same time, its weight hn« h
^ increased and, at the
grams (2.48 lbs
feí pair.
nãfr
? :'eduCfd byweights
1W to are:
U2<S
-ids.;) per
Comparative
Gms. per
Current binding.
—
Sr®v^ou® ail-purpose bi¿din¿ ! .*
‘ '
îiSj
Standard Army Cable binding
.
*
Army cross-country binding (Balatã)!
ago
the „«binding^ ^^'^‘thes” brieí.
cross-country work no
tlleje ^ere limited to
served in its performance8 For^í deflciencies were oboriginal all-pSrpose binding with tpurPoses the
was mounted on one ski and fhe cur^t 'bind^g^'iM^^^
the sole plate^as^til^def^0^*1?61 movement imparted by
binding, but the im^íoíemení1^ JÎLibUity^as1",the n6W
Hy apparent.
The decree of
lty was also r®adcan o/should be tolerated ís oí J1"1 °n the heel that
Ion, but there can be little donht ?!!1’?®’ 0 raatter of °Pin
catch is provided for do^íu?
höt’ S° long as a heel
of the heel for vertical mnif1 Ufe’ eyen Sweater freedom
the binding, u fe ¿en even T1 W°Uld be des^able in
ble increase in flexibility ¿fhfheVfí\thaí any aPPreciathat provided in the current a00e
s°le Plate, beyond

unacceptable dícrease ^leívicl fiíe"0“ " reSUU in ab
heel catch'to'secur^the ÍLí^
ot
the
Phasized in trainiia ïrea^Î " ?OW"hUl skiinS is
both sole Plates Md’pf^oíñelPr0^v
n "Hi be ««orded
occur much more freuuentlv In hi o-h0'^61'6.»8!?1'118’
course,
where heel hold-down is essentïll ioPsa?e c°™^oÎ.Skling

the toe plate^assembly^hould^e^ountedias farVZard"4
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on the sole plate as boot length will permit. As shown
graphically on sheet 3 of Appendix I, restraint on the
heel is 50% greater with the toe plate mounting in the
short position than in the long position.
It is believed that both the flexibility and dura¬
bility of the flat sole plate in the redesigned binding
will be found adequate in service. Should it be con¬
sidered after reviewing the past winter’s service test
results, however, that improvement on either or both of
these factors is required, it is believed adoption of a
curved sole plate could provide any desired degree of
improvement.
Although the new binding does not provide a snug
fit to the boots of either the heel cup or the toe piece
assembly, significant improvements were attained and it
is believed that both wrear and interference have been
reduced to an acceptable practical minimum with the
reinforced flat sheet stock used.
Molding of these components is not believed eco¬
nomically feasible. A more promising possibility for
improving their fit would appear to lie in procuring a
knitted type of reinforcing fabric to give limited elas¬
ticity to the Barf lex sheet stock. It is believed an
increase in elasticity of from five to ten per cent
would result in a snug fit of the toe piece assembly
and a relatively close fit of the heel cup. The possi¬
bility of obtaining Dacron reinforcing material of this
type is currently under investigation.

RECOMMENDATIONS
jj** Í¡s
that the current all-purpose ski
binding design meets the existing military requirements
so far as appears practicable at the moment^31?°
ui

is ?ecL01ende5’

Pre8Bnt Cl'ble "nd balata

At the same time it is, of course, recognized that
improvements can be made on the binding in the future
based on additional service experience, the development
of new materials and devices , and other unforeseeable
factors.
The most promising avenues of approach in effecting further improvements appear to lie in;
1* The Possible adoption of a curved sole plate.
?iJÍV0SSÍble Procurement of Dacron reinforcing
cloth in a more elastic weave for the toe piece
and heel cup.
If not currently available/it is
procured SUCh material can no d°ukt ultimately be
3. Redesign of the quick-release strap fastener
pressure release point from its
exP°sed forward location, and to provide a
lighter, more economical fastener.
(rivpnIínÍihreC0!!,!nended thnt Particular consideration be
given to these three possibilities in the light of infor
field? aCqUlred irora father service experience in the
On the basis of information acquired to date it
would appear that the present heel catch should perform
n?ÎwtCt°ÏÎly ln fho current field test phase of the
project.
At worst, if any deficiencies are revealed in
service they should be readily subject tõcoírec?lÕn,e,
ÎA
0f che aluminura channels is not expected
in tjis type of service with the 7075-T6 alloy, but
overcome°it? °CCUr’ hard“coating is recommended to
2. Spring tension can be varied in either direction
a the deairability of such modification be in¬
dicated by results of the current field tests.
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3. Should difficuLties occur in actuating the heel
catch due to icing, re-adoption of the slot origi¬
nally provided in the base channel to permit the
use of leverage with the ski pole is recommended as
feasible with the 7075-T6 heel catch. It is hoped
this will not be found necessary, however, as the
ninety to one leverage involved would invite possi¬
ble damage to either the ski pole or the heel catch.
Further, if it is found no requirement for leverage
exists, the possibilities will be enhanced for ulti¬
mate simplification of the heel catch design in the
interest of production economy.
4. In view of the gripping points provided by the
elastic stop nuts on the heel catch pin, and proba¬
ble infrequent hand actuation of the catch in ser¬
vice, knurling of the heel catch covers is not
recommended.
It is recommended that training or field manual in¬
structions pertaining to the all-purpose ski binding
stress that the binding be mounted so that the toe piece
assembly is as far forward as boot length permits. This
will provide maximum freedom of the heel in the vertical
direction for optimum comfort in cross-country use.
In mounting the bindings positioning of the Barflex
toe piece either over or under the sole plate appears
permissible. Positioning the Barflex component over the
sole plate, however, should effect a slight reduction in
stress concentrations in the sole plate and is accordingly
recommended.
It is also recommended that field instructions specify
that the free ends of the Dacron straps should be tucked
in between the binding and the boot when the smaller sized
cold wet boots are mounted in the binding.
Further, it is recommended that training instructions
stress the importance of using the heel catch to secure
the heel in downhill service. Heel hold-down is essential
to proper technique and control ill downhill skiing. Fur¬
ther, in addition to reducing the number of spills, lock¬
ing of the heel will prevent overbending and breakage of
the flexible sole plate in such spills as do occur.
Assuming their desirability is substantiated through
field test experience, it is recommended that the follow¬
ing details, not specified on drawings prepared to date,
be included in procurement specifications:
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1. Provision of a low temperature lubricant, equiva¬
lent to that used in prototype bindings, should be
specified for the heel catch spring.
2o Impregnation of the Dacron webbing to provide water
repellancy, equivalent to that provided in the proto¬
type bindings, should be required.
3o Rounding of the inside edges of the heel cup at
the fastener strap attachment points should be
specified.
40 Provision should be made for smoothing the outer
surface of the 5/8" diameter hole at the rear of the
heel cup by sanding off excess Barflex stock at this
point after assembly of the heel cup.
It is recommended that 303 CD annealed stainless steel
be specified for the heel catch pin and the option of using
cadmium plated drill rod as specified on Drawing No. SB5A-143 be withdrawn. There is no appreciable difference in
cost involved and the stainless steel pin, having better
low temperature properties and no wearable plated surface,
should prove more durable.
With reference to mounting fasteners for the binding,
it is recommended that 430 stainless steel machine screws,
mounted in tee-nuts pre-assembled in the ski, be used in
place of wood screws for the following reasons:
1. The one-inch spacing of the mounting fasteners
provided in the new aluminum toe plate design will
make maintenance of sole plate alignment with the
heel catch more difficult after prolonged service.
The use of tee-nuts pre-assembled in the ski will
result in more accurate initial alignment and per¬
mit a more secure mounting with less resultant wear
at the sole plate mounting holes.
2o More uniform strength of attachment of the toe
plate to the ski will be provided. Attachment with
wood screws in the field by personnel not always
skilled in the use of hand tools frequently results
in insecure mountings, usually due to improper pre¬
drilling of the skis.
The use of white enamel coated brass rivet caps with
the brass tubular rivets used in assembling the Barflex
components would improve the binding from the standpoint
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of camouflage and general appearance. Their use would
also at least double the material and labor cost of the
operation, with no increase in the strength of the fasten¬
ings. Whether or not the increase in cost involved is
warranted is believed a matter that can be best decided
by the Command.
It is recommended that the ability of the binding
to accomodate the size 15 W boot be verified, particularly
with reference to Dacron strap lengths.
It is believed that 2024-T6 aluminum alloy would pro¬
vide adequate strength for the heel catch channels and
permit a reduction in procurement costs. The base price
of 2024-T6 aluminum alloy is currently $0.90 per pound
compared with a base price of 31.28 per pound for the
7075-TG alloy used in the current binding.
Assuming deformation of the present heel catch chan¬
nels does not occur in service, it is recommended that
partial procurement of the heel catch channels be made
in the 2024-TG alloy when the bindings are procured in
production quantities.
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No. 1 Exptl. Too Piece Assy - As tentatively designed at
Natick, 9-l/l" long x 3'' wide x 2-ply Barf lex, with 1/2"
notched corners at rear and 1/4" notched corners in front.
Barflex D-Ring strap and Dacron Tyclip stra¡) both attached
at 7-1/2° forward angle.
9" overall length of Dacron strap
(after folding tab end) found slightly longer than needed
for size 14 boot and much too long for both size 5R cold dry
and size 5XN cold wet boot.
Dacron Tyclip strap reduced to
8" overall length but still too long for use with small boots.
Appears that good fit to boot, particularly at front edges,
cannot be obtained with 3" wide toe piece regardless of angle
or positioning of straps since Barflex will not stretch and
conform to compound curves of boots.
Most Likely solution
would appear to lie in reducing width of toe piece.
No. 2 ETPA - Size of toe piece body reduced to 9-1/1" x
2-1/2".
Both straps centered and fastened parallel to toe
piece body in symmetrical design.
Appears to fit all four
sizes (14N, 9R, 5R, and 5XN) of boots better than 3" wide
toe piece.
Should fit better yet if straps were angled
and moved forward as in No0 1 design as boot narrows toward
front and straps tend to take forward angle naturally when
tightened.
No. 3 ETPA - Same construction as No. 1 ETPA except narrowed
to 2-1/2" width by removing 1/2" strip fron: rear edge.
Size 14 boot; Fits reasonably well but appears that forward
angle of straps might best be increased to 10°, and possibly
another 1/2" should be removed from rear and width decreased
to 2".
Size 9 boot:
Fit snug except for 1/8" gap in front at sole.
Possibly 10° forward angle w'ould reduce this.
NOTE :
This
gap is affected by location of Tyclip over boot toe when
fastening.
Size 5XN boot:
Fit considered satisfactory except for
slight gap in front.
Forward angle appears O.K. for1 this
small boot.
Loose end of Dacron strap reaches 1-7/8" under
ski when boot is secured in toe piece.
Fastening this
small boot requires extreme take-up of Tyclip on Dacron
strap.
If Barflex protective pad under Tyclip is allowed
to extend beyond inside edge of fixed roller, take-up for
small boot will be reduced*
APPENDIX II
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construction size 9 boot fits well in position for smallest
boots.
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Fit appears acceptable with all boot sizes and is probably
optimum with 2-1/2" wide toe piece. One-piece Barflex
design pretty well eliminates possibility of loose end of
Dacron strop getting under outside edge of ski when used
with small boots. In general appears best design from
standpoints of both function and adaptability to production.
Rounded corners improve appearance.
No. 7 ETPA - Same construction as No. 6 ETPA except 7-1/2°
forward angle used.
Fit believed net quite as good as with No. 6 ETPA but
degree of forward angle does not appear to be too critical.
No. 8 ETPA - Construction similar to that used for No. 6
lífPA but width reduced 1/2" to 2" and D-ring tab and Dacron
strap moved 1/4" toward front in effort to obtain optimum
fit. Optimum fit for various boot sizes believed obtained
unless width could be further reduced.
This not believed
feasible in view of the unknown extent of fraying that may
be expected in service.
No. 9 ETPA - Same construction as for No. 8 ETPA but width
increased 1/4" in rear to provide greater safety margin in
view of fraying tendency in service.
Fit appears satisfactory with all boot sizes but is better
with larger boots than with smaller. Might be necessary to
tuck free end of Dacron strap between boot and toe piece
(as mentioned previously) with size 5XN cold wet (black) boot,
but it does not appear this will be necessary with the size
5R cold dry (white) boot.
NOTE:

All toe-piece assemblies tested with new, smaller
1-3/4" X 3-1/2" aluminum toe plate and 12" long
Scotchply sole plate.
Dacron straps should
so that folds in tab
on boot. If mounted
can be drawn farther
to grasp.

be fastened to toe piece body
end are on top when mounted
in reverse position tab end
into Tyclip making it harder
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EXPERIMENTAI, HEEL CUP DESIGN'S
No. I Exptl. ilocl Cui? Assy - Same up¡)er and lower aluminum
heel plates used as in 1960 model.
Modified Barflex heel
cup body, as discussed at Natick, by:
!•
Lowering angle of fastener straps 5° (increased
angle shown on !)wg. SB5-B110 from 15° to 50°).
2.
Shortening Barflex strop 1” from 6-7/8" to
5-7/8" (final lengths), lengths before folding
8" X 7" respectively.
5a
Lengthening Dacron strap from 10" to 12" (final
lengths) and increased length and thickness of end
tab to 1" long by 4 plys thick (length of new strap
before folding 15").
Purpose of modifications:
No. 1 - Improve fit of straps to boot.
Nos a 2x5- Raise free end of Dacron strap when
binding is mounted on small, 5XN, cold wet boot,
so that it cannot get under ski or between sole
plate and ski in use.
Get Tyclip assembly off
center of boot for most commonly used boot sizes,
9, 10, and 11. When Tyclip is centered in front
of boot, release cup assumes extreme forward posi¬
tion and would appear to be in optimum position
for occidental release due to forward motion of
boot against brush or loose chunks of snow or ice.
Tab increased in size for easier grasping with
Arctic mitten.
Remarks - New instep strap angle appears to provide optimum
fit for all boot sizes.
While heel cup is approximately 1/4"
too wide for optimum fit to size 5XN boot, it is minimum
allowable for size 14N boot. Ability of heel cup to accomo¬
date 14W boot should be checked.
Dacron strap length:
appears long enough to accomodate size 14N boot; is not
too long for size 5R cold dry boot; is about 1-1/2" too
long for size 5XN cold wet boot, but free end of Dacron
strap can be tucked between boot and that portion cf strap
between Tyclip and heel cup when this small boot is used.
No. 2 Exptl0 Reel Cup Assy - Same construction as No. 1 EHCA
except Barflex strap reduced 1" from 5-7/8" to 4-7/8" (final
length) and Dacron strap lengthened 1/2" to 12-1/2" (final
length after folding).
APPENDIX - III
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Purpose of modification:
1. To move TveJi p furtlier from center of boot on
tl.oory tin t this t\ i i. L reduce tendency toward acc idcnt;\I opt'li iip;' of TycUp tlirougfi forward motion of
boot against brus b, etc.

2. To remove free end of !) ncron straip from area
betweci. M ie plate and ski top w lien binding- is
mounted on small boot.
:vemt.rks.
i i ee end of Dacron straj) now approximate 1 v l/
ahoyo top surface of ski with sii 5XN ciïd w^ bo. t and
sîU°ï|Sboôt C°Tvcl.ln lcn|’t!lc"ed 1/r' t» better accomodate
ill1 L?0t •
'>rtUP CUP row positioned in center of thi«
hv‘,,.ressa,-c"n,k.Uns!yí1Í|’
ll,lc tu accidental opening
With si™ in Í Tt "t ,,!,|Sct 1,ill>cding forward motion,
iti si/e oi cold dry boot fyclip is sufficicntlv off to
»âLüií0.í”.''f?'.“:®.!ikll,„,0!,d Vf accidental opening, it
fran***» ‘íf ■ Cxte,,‘'io" of »iel 'cüp'verticnd’edg "s^i/ r' toware
all boot"! l"|,rove fU *it:' these small boots - il not with
With sizes 9 and li boots Tvclip is positioned
far enough to
side of boot to preclude accidental c,nv
nressrro
opening by pressure
forvvard
"f W obj^t'^m^dingV
are
opening
boots ‘'Pimorf° b° ■“•t untikele with medium and l!rge sized
'»«crfercnce with TycUp „„ opposite boot would lUso
P‘
uni !kc.lv since boots narrow toward the heel. Should
interference occur aowever, it could be corrected bv revers
ing the mountings Left to right

po.uii:st<r;beiLbrsix,,s? ;rLdtraichîL^îli,s

oIbtaïnedrwiîbf'Î™0tte.r “'l* of heel CUP to boat could be
ext eiidingWvor tical bilges‘l/Ü" t ow ard^t be1 front!
1 ^wouid""'
also appear that wear of boot bv upper front corners of 1“ 1
S srdtbL:ed"Ced ',y
"eight of heoTcrupUI/ÿe!
voñün1™1"?

«íbcot somewhat reduces co,

this "moí .TSiï'^Îirié^itgfbi:'uncekuserbbc*ca"‘
accustomed to holding pole at proper angle for bis particuItr boots.
Ibis possible disadvantage will have to be
weighed against probable advantage in reducing tendenrv +n
"r!dndCo^Cntnl
atener.
i-prinp;
and
pressure required
k.'?vml Prcssure
roca: red to open Tvclip may increase *
L i + 11 ski
c L- i pole
I 0. more
_ jthan
1
difficulty of opening fastener with
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repositioninf!; of fastener, considering; t!»e resilience of
the enter surfree of the boot. Try nnd see when fasteners
with stronger springs nre received.
No. 3 Exptl. Heel Cup Assy - Same construction as No. 2 EHCA
except height of heel cup increased 1/2" and width increased
1" (1/2" on each side).
Purpose of modification:
1. To reduce wear of boot by upper front corners
of heel cup, (through increase in height).
2. To reduce boot wear by increase in height + width
and to provide better fit to boots by increase in width.
Remarks:
Increase in height of heel cup results in wide gap
between upper part of heel cup and rear of boot with smr11
boots. This opening would trap snow and this design does not
provide on acceptable fit. Further, gap between front vertical
edges of heel cup and boot is increased with a corresponding
increase in susceptibility to fraying, trapping snow, and
impeding forward movement.
No. 1 E!fCA - Same construction as No. 3 EHCA except 1/2" strip
removed from top of heel cup.
Remarks:

This design too small to accomodate si/e 14 boot.

No. 5 EHCA - No. 1 EHCA design with following modifications:
1. Front edges of heel cup tapered back at lower corners
to original bottom edge dimension to accomodate heel of
size 14 boot.
2. Rounded upper front corners (1" of inside edge)
to reduce tendency to wear boot.
3. Increased Barflex strap length 1/2" to 5-3/8" and
decreased Dacron strap length 1/2" to 12".
4. Mounted Davis Aircraft Products' sample Tyclip
having stronger spring and 2-5/8" x 1-1/2" Barflex
protective pad on Dacron strap* Little noticeable
difference in spring. Check this.
5o Increased depth of two notcheg in bottom of heel
cup body to 3/4" (from 5/8") and used 3/8" radius at
top of notch rather than 9/64" in effort to provide
closer fit around sole plate curve and increase ease
of assembling.
APPENDIX III
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Remarks:
Heel of size 14 boot will not fit down snugly on al¬
uminum heel plate, probably due to closer fit of Barflex to
sole plate and heel plate as a result of notch modification.
Heel cup does not fit as snugly as with original design and
there is approx, a 1/4" gap at upper front corners of heel
cup body as compared with approx. 1/8" with original
desip,n.
It appears that the only way this gap could be
reduced for the size 14 boot would be by widening the alumi¬
num heel plateso These ore already too wide for the small
boots and it is believed the present 2-3/4" width consti¬
tutes the best compromise that can be reached.
This design does not fit the sizes 9R and 5R boots as well
at the upper front corners as the original design, though
the gap at these points with the size 5XN cold wet boot is
approx, the same as with the original design.
*e*-

foe Barflex protective pac. or the sample Tyclip decreases
ease of adjustment of the Dacron strap to a noticeable
extent and will have to be shortened.
The larger bottom notches appreciably increased ease of
assembly of the heel cup but the closer fit of the Barflex
Heel cup body around the sole plate, which also resulted,
precludes adoption of this particular design. It appears
that notch depth must be limited to 5/8". Possibly assembly
ease could be improved without decreasing final heel cup
width by adding a third notch and retaining the 5/8" deptho
No. 6 EIICA - I960 design as shown in Dwg. #SB5-B-140, modi¬
fied as follows:
lc /Angle of straps lowered 5°.
2. Increased diameter of heel lock hole to 5/8"
and lowered hole 1/8".
3u Raised all 9/64" dia. rivet holes 1/16"0
4.
Reduced width of two bottom notches to 7/8"
and increased radius at top from 9/64" to 1/1".
5. Added triangular notch in center 5/8" wide at
base and extending through 5/8" heel lock hole.
6o Increased length of Dacron strap to 16" (after
folding).
7. Mounted D-Ring on upper front corner of heel
cup body with three fasteners, eliminating
Barflex strap.
Remarks:
This simplified design would result in production
economy and decrease incidence of accidental opening of
quick release. A special D-Ring with more stock in rivet
attachment area should, however, be provided.
APPENDIX - III
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This design is not well suited to the Tyciip fastener since it
is inconvenient to operate the (¡nick release with the ski
pole when the fastener is so near the heel
Further inter¬
changeability between right and loft hand is adversely affected
since positioning of Tyciip on inner side could result in
interference with opposite boot in walking#
No. 7 FIICA - Modified 1960 Heel cup design as follows:

1.

Angle of straps lowered 5°.
Heel lock [¡ole increased in dia. to 5/8” and
lowered 1/8”.
3.
All 9/61” dia. rivet lióles raised 1/16”.
4.
Reduced width at base of two bottom notches to
” _ /
added a third notch in center having
r oo
WLdtH at hese.
Height of ail notches
0/8 and radius at top l/l”.
Ö. Rounded inside edges of uoper front corners of
heel cup body.
6. Shortened Harflex strap 1” to 5-7/8” final
length.
7.
Lengthened Dacron strap from 10” to 12” final
length and increased length + thickness of
end tab to 1” long by I plys thick (length
of strap before folding 15”).
8. Decreased size of Barflex pad under Tyciip to
^~4/2 wide by 1-3/1” long and mounted front
edge oí pad flush witli front edge of Tyciip,
o

Remarks:
This design believed to offer a satisfactory fit
for the full range cf boot sizes with the possible exception
of size 14V, (not available for checking).
Modifica*
tion of the bottom notch design appreciably increases ease
of assembly.
Decreased size of Harflex pad under Tyciip
restores former ease of adjustment of Dacron strap length.
íGlJ-eVed Í5at.t!le shortening of the Harflex strap
moves Tyciip sufficiently off the center cf the boot to
reduce the incidence of accidental opening in service with
tie larger boots, and at the same time does not appreciably
affect convenience of release with ski pole tip.
it might
be desirable to shorten the Harflex strap another inch,6
particularly if it is found the accidental release problem
is not overcome through increasing torsion in the fastener
spring•
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